I.  HGI goals

A. Updates

i.  Mapping – Jan J

ii.  Block scheduling – Sherry P

iii.  Transform remediation for ENG – Amy N

iv.  Transform remediation for MATH – Linda F

v.  Restructuring advising to be more intrusive – Jan J

vi.  Strategic use of Financial Aid – Jim C

vii.  Leveraging the new physical campus capacity to promote year round learning – Eun A

II.  Data

A.  Review UHWO 12-14 CR HRS vs ≥15 CR HRS study – Eun A

B.  Profile of UHWO Freshmen Leavers vs Stayers – Eun A

III.  January 30th Student Success Workshop

A.  Participants, location, refreshments

IV.  Next meeting: February 1st @ 9am in room D104 (please note this week’s meeting is in room D235).